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Local heat transfer and surface pressure have been measured over 
regions of separated flow associated with a turbulent boundary layer. The 
separated flow was appropr$tc to aft facing steps of various heights behind 
a sting mounted cone of 15 semi-angle. l'he maxjmum Mach number achieved 
wassabout &. and the maximum Reynolds number about 50 x 106 based on oone 
length. 

Two different forms of wake were detected: one associated with 
reattachment on the sting, i.e. a relatively great convergence of the wake 
boundary, and one associated with reattachment on a conical surface aft of 
the sting, i.e. a small wake convergence. Differing patterns of heat trans- 
fer and pressurs distributions were obtained depe@ng on which type of flarr 
oocurred. 

Some collapse of the separated flow heat transfer data with respect 
toi&ach number was obtained by comparing them with estimated values apprc- 
priate to local conditions outside the wake. Close to the step the heat 
flow in the separated region was about 257% of the estunatcd value for 
attached flow to a solid surface replacing the wake boundary. ~0~,mas and 
beyond reattachment the ratio of the two values rose to near unity. The 
measurements suggest that the amount of heat transfer rise at and beyond 
reattachment is dependent upon the wake convergence, becoming smaller as 
the convergence increases. This is qualitatively consistent with the known 
effect that increasing convergence implie s increasing boundary layer chick- 
nezs at reattachment. 

There was no evidence of a marked maximum in the heat flux in the 
reattachment region. 

---- a-em mm.--.- - _-.-^_--,_-__ ----- 

Replaces R.A.E. Report No. Aero 2643 - A.R.C. 22618. 
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1 INPRODUCTION 

Flow separation is likely to become unavoidable and extensive with 
increasing >hoh number end recent work has shown that the separation of the 
boundary layer can have a large effect on aerodynamic heating. A theoretical 
study by Chapman' predicts that a reduction, independent of Mach number, of 
44% in overall heat input is achieved by detaching a laminar boundary layer. 
The reduction is relative to the heat input to a solid surface corresponding 
to the flow dividing boundary between the free stream and the separated air. 
This prediction is supported at least qualitatively by various wind tunnel p 
experiments (e.g. Ref.2-4). 

On the other hard the same paper predicts a marked Mach number effect 
for the turbulent flow case and indicates a large increase in overall heat 
input in a separated region at subsonic and low supersonic speeds. This 
prediction has not been substantiated by experiment. For example, Larson2 
measured a reduction of about I.@ over a Mach number range of 0.3 to 4, 
which was apparently independent of Mach number. 

A theoretical examznation of heating distribution in a separated region 
has not yet been satisfactorily made for either laminar or turbulent flow 
regimes. Experiments have produced some apparently conflicting data notably 
relative to the existence of a peak heating rate near the reattachment 
region (of. Refs. 3, 5, 6). 

Most of the experimental work so far attempted has been at relatively 
low Reynolds numbers - about 18,000 to 1.6 million - and subJect to the 
usual limitations of wind tunnel tests. A useful extension of the experi- 
mental data seemed possible by means of the free flight techniques, using 
rocket propelled models, This has the advantage of freedom from constraints, 
and the measurement of local heat fluxes is in some ways less subject to 
uncertainty because conduction effects are relatively unimportant on account 
of the suitability of time and space scales. There are of course obvious 
disadvantages such as lack of flow visuallsatlon. 

This note describes an exploratory series of experiments with a vehicle 
propelled by a single stage rocket motor and capable of achieving Mach nom- 
bers between 4 and 5 in free flight at low altitudes. Pressure and heat 
transfer data were obtained in regions of detached turbulent flow aft of 
sting supported heads with rearward facing steps. 

2 DESCR7ppION OF TEST VEHICLE AND HXADS - 

The complete test vehicle is illustrated in Fig.1. A photograph of 
the heads flown is given in Fig.2. 

2.1 Details of test heads 

The heads belonged to a systematic family. They each consisted of a 
forward facing cone with a step down to an axial cylinder representing a 
sting then a divergence aft in the form of a truncated cone to the rocket 
motor diameter. These components will be subsequently referred to as the 
forward cone, the step, the sting and the aft cone respectively. 

The forward cone had a base diameter of II" and a semi-angle of 15'. 
The aft cone base diameter and semi-angle were 10.14" and Zoo respectively. 
The base of the aft cone was at a constant distance of 21.1" from the base 
of the forward cone. Heads with three values of step heights, s, of I", 
2.56" and 4.13” were flown. The corresponding ratios of sting diameter to 
forward cone base diameter were 0.82, 0.54 and 0.25. 
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The tips of the forward cones were machined from solid mild steel to 
British Standard Specification S15. The remaining head components were 
fabricated from mild steel plate. The mean external wall thickness was 
0.053" for the skirt of the forward cone and 0.030" for the other head 
components. 
by Talysurf7 

The centre line averages of the surface finishes were assessed 
and were of the order of 10 to 50 micro inches. A typical 

surface profile is illustrated in Fig.3. 

A total of six vehicles was flown - two with each head configuration. 
One of each configuration was flown primarily to establish surface pressure 
distributions and thus obtain some assessment of the nature of the separated 
flow regions behind the steps. Heat transfer data were obtained from the 
other set. The selection of stations for temperature measurement was based 
on the information regarding reattachment obtained from the pressure- 
measuring flights. Details of the vehicle arc summarised 111 tables 1 to 3. 

2.2 Instrument installation 

Free stream velocity, atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature were 
measured by instruments external o "the vehicles in accordance -&th the usual 
procedures at the Aberporth range k . 

Static pressure was measured at 21 stations on each of the pressure- 
measuring heads as indicated in table 2 and Fig.4, by meens of 4.65 iv;c/s 
telemetry? and variable inductance transducers type GSZA'O. Lateral and 
nornml accelerometers were also included to confirm that flights were 
effectively at zero inclcionce. 

Temperature measurements were taken approximately SO times per second 
at each of 11 stations on the heads of the heat transfer vehicles by means of 

-alumel thermocouples ‘and a specially modified 465 MC/S telemetry 
~~23 : A sub-commutation switch was included in the telemetry equipment 
to provide calibration voltag es during flight at 12 levels appropriate to the 
temperature measurements. These were each sampled about 6 times per second. 
This allcrffs account to be ts.ken of any minor telemetry vagaries provided they 
do not occur too rapidly. The locations of the stations are indicated in 
Fig.4 and these together with local mall thicknesses are detailed in table 3. 
Inner panels of durestos mere placed over each station to form insulating air 
gaps 0.1” thick in order to reduce free convective heat transfer from the 
measuring wall to the interior. 

3 DEXRIPTIOIi OF TESTS 

The vehicles were ground launched at an elevation angle of 2.5' and were 
accelerated by the rocket motor to msximum Mach numbers between 3.8 and LO in 
3.3 to 3.6 seconds. The maximum heights attained were 9,000 ft to 11,000 ft 
in 19 seconds to 21 seconds. A summary of the flights is given in table 1. 
Typical trajectory data appropriate to head H2 are presented inFig. and the 
variation of free streamReynolds number per foot with Mach number in Fig.6. 

The flights of all vehicles were satisfactory with the exception of that 
of H3 which suffered a telemetry failure soon after maximum velocity, apparently 
because of unduly high lateral accelerations occurring at this time. 

4 DATA REDUCTION 

Height and velocity were deduced frcm kin&theodolite and radar measure- 
ments. Ambient temperatures and pressures were obtained from radiosonde 
measurements made about the time of flight. The order of the uncertainty of 
the basic data is given 111 table 4. 
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4.1 presswc measurements 

Pressure data v~re reduced by the usual prooeduresl* to 
the looal static pressure to the free stream statxc pressure, 

4.2 Temyeraturc measurements 

the ratio of 
P/P,* 

The thermocouple signals were read every cycle of the coxmmAs.tor 
switch, that is about every l/gOth second for each station and were smoothed 
and differentiated. by means of cubic least square polynomials using the 
moving-arc technique over suitable stretches of dat& 3. 

For a 'thermally-thin' skin the nett local heat flux is then given by 

dT 

qnett = 
w 

' u 'w dt (1) 

where sett = the nctt local heat flux 

Tw is the temperature 

0 1s the specific heat 
i 
f of the measuring wall 

o- is the density 

=w 1s the thickness i 

This relationship assumes that temperature gradients normal to the surface 
of the wall are negligible. This was found to be a good approximation for 
most of the data, except those appropriate to the forward cone stations 
where the wall thickness was greater than elsewhere. Adjustments were m&3 
where necessary for such temperature gradients on the basis of the one- 
dimcnslonal heat flow oor~ectlons presenLed in Ref.:k. 

Tie can write the heat balance equation as 

Rett ' 'aero + qlateral - qradiation - %3nductnx  ̂ gfrce convection 

. . . (2) 

where q aerO is the local'aera2yns.mj.c heat flux end 1s the quantity we 
wish to evaluate, 

alateral is the change in local heat flux arising from temperature 

gratirents in the plane of the wall, 

CLradiation is the nett local heat flux arising frcm radiation from 

both surfaces of the measuring wall, 

9 conduction is the local heat flux across the air gap between the 

measuring wall and the durestos inner wall, arising from the 
conductivity of air, 

qf,,, convection is the additional local heat flux across the air 

gap arising from free convection of the air in the gap. 
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Compared with qaer, the heat fluxes on the R.H.S. of equation (3) should have 

been for the most part relatively small and the data were z&lyreduced on 
the assumption that 

9nett = qaero ' (3) 

This assumption was not satisfactory for head HI where tempersture 
gradients induced si&fxcsnt modificatuxs to the local heat fluxes to the 
sting. Adjustments were applied in this case from the relation 

where k w is the conductivity of the wall 

x is the length measured parallel to the axis of the head from the 
step-sting junction. 

No adjustients were made for the other heat flux components. An assess- 
ment of their likely magnitudes 1s made III Appendix I and estimates of the 
largest components - radiation and conduction to the interior frcm the measuring 
wall - is given in Fig. 7. None of the corrections ivere significant for data 
appropriate to accelerating flight. 

Heat transfer ooefficxents were evaluated from the relatxonshlp 

hm = *-J (5) 

where 1 is the specific enthalpy of au? 

suffix r refers quantities to conditions for qaero = 0. 

The zero aerodynamic heat transfer specific enthalpy, i,, was calculated fraSn 

the relationship 

i 
r 

= i. (1 + O.ZR,if) (6) 

where R 1s the recovery factor 

suffix o refers to free stream conditions. 

Where qaero = 0, experimental values of R. may be determined since then 

i, = i . r However, x.n this experiment, lack of information regarding the 

emissitity of the surface of the measuring wall and tie temperature of the 
durestos -sr wall were such that recovery factors derived 111 this way were 
not sufficiently reliable for use in the analysis, and a constant value of 
R. = 0.91 was applied. This mean value is reasonably consistent with the 

present data when aoccunt is taken of the possible uncertainties (see section 
5.2.2 below). It LY also consistent with the wind tunnel turbulent flow results 
summarised in Ref.: 5 relative to enthalpy recovery on the forward cone. 
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The values of heat transfer coefficient so obtaaned in the separated 
flow regions and further aft were compared with the/theory of van Driest 
appropriate to a turbulent attached boundary layo117 'vie comparison was _ 
made in terms of two theoretical heat transfer quantities: 

(a) hfp, the flat plate value of the heat trirsllzfer coefficient, 
evaluated appropriate to free stream conditions, local ~11 temperature 
and a length equal to half the wetted length of the forwrd cone plus the 
distance from the step-sting junction. 

(b) 1~ evaluated in the same way as h fp' axccpt that instead of 
free stream oonditions, local conditions appropriate to the local surface 
pressure and isentropic flcnv from the shoulder of the forward cone wre 
taken. 

H 
theory17 

at transfer coefficients based on Eckert's intermediate enthalpy 
wore also svaluated for stations on the forward oonc 

5 llE3JLTS AND DISCUSSION 

Schematic diagrams o f the salient features of the flow field over the 
separated flow regions based on the description given m Rcf.lfi arc presented 
in Pig.& The boundary layer on the forward cone separates from the solid 
surface at the shoulder and entrains a bubble of air behind t&e step. In the 
present experiment the measurements indicated that the boundary layer re- 
attached to the solid surface on either the sting or on the aft cone. Quite 
different levcla of surface pressure and heat transfer wore associated with 
thcsc two modes of reattachment. 

5.1 Surface pressures 

Variutions of surface pressure with IJach number at ty:@nl stations 
are illustrated in Fig.9. Theoretical surface pressures from Rof.1: atpro- 
prlate to 15' and ZOO semi-angle cones and appropriate to a 20° wedge‘ at 
zero incidence, arc also given, for comparison with the expcruaental values. 

5.1.1 Forward cone 

On the forward cones the measured pressures deviated from the estimated 
values b/ amounts dependent on test vehicle aid i*lach number. On all test 
vehicles the deviations were greater than mould be expected from random 
experimental uncertainty. Such a discrepancy could arise because the heads 
were, in fact, not at se20 incidence. New the stations on the forward cones 
were located at meridian intervals of 120° and thus the meon values of the 
surface pressure, 5, for three such stations, on 'ine basis of first order 
theory, should be indepen&ont,?f small angles of inciriencc. A comparison of 
these mean values with theory 2 1s made inl?zg.lO and it c.an be soen that 
agreement is good. 

5.1.2 Incidence effects 

Angles of incidence and the orientation evaluated by means of Ref.21 
and the mean surface pressures are presented for all throee forvdard cones in 
Fig.11. The an@es of incidence varied between about 1 and 3 and the 
rotational change in the windward meridian did not exceed about 180~. Also 
presented in this figure are similar data for the angle of incidcncc of the 
vehicle derived from accelerometer measurements and normal force coefficients, 
estimated. on the asoumpt%on that all components were at the same angle of 
incidenoc. It can be seen that the angles of irncidencc of the vehicles as 
a whole are substantially less than those for the forward cones, being for 
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the most part less than lo. Further, the windward meridians were in general 
different. The variations of both sets of angles were not oscillatcay in 
character. There is no apparent influence of step height. 

Such behaviour is suggestive of aeroelastic effects. Measurements of 
the stiffness of a similar vehicle indicate that it may not be inconsistent 
with the aerodynamic and structural properties of the vehicles. 

5.1.3 Region of separated flow 

The pressure distributions on the step and along the sting are plotted 
in Fig.12. For the most part the differences bekeen the data appropriate to 
accelerating and decelerating flight were small on the step and sting suggest- 
ing that the influence of the incidence of the forward cone is not so signifi- 
cant there as on the forward cone itself (Figs.ga and gc). Further confirmation 
that this is so is gixen by th& good agreement between corresponding pressure 
measurements at the 0 and 180 meridian positions. The large differences 
between accelerating end decelerating pressure distributions which are apparent 
on head P2 (Fig.12b) are not incidence~effects: they arise from the presence of 
differing modes of reattachment whose character is discussed in detail below. 

In Fig.l2a, appropriate to head PI, we see that the pressure distribu- 
tions are qualitatively the same at all Mach numbers. The ch%racteriStiC 
features are a region of low, almost constant static pressure extending from 
the base to about 1.5 step heights along the sting followed by a rapid rise in 
pressure extending-to about 3 to l+. step heights from the base. The surface 
pressure then rises more graaUa1l.y towards the free stream value until the aft 
cone, when there is a sharp rise to near the theoretical value for a cone in a 
free air stream (Fig.ga). The variation of the surface pressure along the 
sting is oharaoteristic of flow behind a rearward facing step in a supersonio 
air stream and conforms in essentials to the qualitative description, appro- 
priate to a step on a flat plate, given in Ref 18. 

One would not expeot the boundary layer reattachment point to be well 
defined by the pressure measurements. It proba;ly occurs towards the end of 
the rapid rise in pressure, i.e. on the sting, frcm 3 to 4 step heights from 
the base. The padual rise of pressure aft of this region is probably a 
feature arising from the exisymnetric flow field associated with the forward 
cone and is not a characteristic of 24imensional flow. 

The static pressure variations for head P2 shown in Fig.12b are seen to 
be somewhat similar at the higher l&oh numbers to those for he& PI ex@ept that 
the pressure tends to recover to a value greater thsn the free stream value. 
This latter feature is consistent with the exisyrnnetric flow expanding towards 
and reattaching on the smaller sting% At the lower Hach numbers me obtain a 
somewhat different picture. The low pressure region is seen to be more 
extensive but the reduction in pressure not so great as for the other condition 
and the rise is more gradual, extending smoothly over the aft cone sting 
junction. Such a distribution of pressure suggests reattachment of the boundary 
layer on the aft cone end not on the sting. The static pressure variations for 
head P3 are similar at all hfach numbers and suggest that reattachment occurred 
on the rear cone over the whole speed range investigated. 

In pig.13 a tirect comparison of the static pressure variations for the 
three heads is given in a plot of p/p, against base calibres from the step for 

free stream hiaoh numbers of 2 and 3. The figure summarises the variation Of 
surfaoe pressure distribution as the step height increases. 

The variation of the statio pressure at the step-sting Junction uith 
Mach number gives a good indication of when the flou regime changes. This 
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variation is illustrated for the three heads i.nPig.14. It is seen that at 
Mach numbers above 2.5 &ring accelerating flight and above 1.8 during deoeler- 
ating flight the static pressure at the step-sting junotlon on head P2 is 
oomparable with that on head PI and thus indicates that reattachment 1s then 
on the sting. Pelow thesekach numbers this static pressure is comparable 
to that on head I?3 thus idicating a similar flow regime and presumably 
reattachment to the aft cone. The hysteresis effect is discussed in 
section 5.1.4 below. 

This interpretation is given a more quantitative basis in Pig.15. 
This shows the variation with Mach number of the angle bet<Jeen the initial 
dlreotion of the expanded flow at the step to the free stream direction, 8, 
based on the static pressure at the step-sting junotion given in Pig.14 for 
hoad P2, and the Prandtl-Meyer data of Ref. '0 That small negative values 
of' 0 OOCUT at the lower Mach numbers is attributed to the influence of back 
pressures from the aft oone. Johannesen23 noted a similar effect on a flat 
nosed cylinder with sn annular gap of reotanguler section in which a similar 
flow regime was obtained. The distance from the step-sting junction assuning 
0 is independent of x is also indicated mFig.15. This assumption should 
glve a fair approximation to the actual flow since the tendency for the angle 
to increase as the flow oonv‘rgcs to the axis of the head will be compensated 
to some extent by the increase of static pressure due to rejection of air 
from the mixing layer. Schlieren photographs presented in Rcf.3 of a sting 
mounted hemisphere-cylinder qualitatively support the assumption. Pig.15 
oonfirms that at the higher kach numbers reattachment on head P2 is on the 
sting some 3 to 4 step heights from the step-sting junction, while at the 
lower end of the Maoh number range reattachment is on the aft cone. 

The significance of these mcdes with rcsp"ct to the measurement of 
base pressure has been examined by Kavanau3~ on a sting mounted cone cylinder 
model. He referred to the relevant wakes as undisturbed and disturbed 
respectively, SITICC the former was uwffected by the looation of the sting 
support. 

5.1.4 Hysteresis cffcct on head P2 

Some further discussion of the mechanism of the hysteresis effect 
apparent for the data on head P2 (e.g. Pig. 14) is perhaps apposite. In the 
initial stages of accelerating flight the reattachment point is on the aft 
cone and this component exerts a dominating influence on the separation 
bubble. As the Enach number increases beyond about 1.8 the reattachment 
point moves forward along the aft cone towards the sting. The angle through 
whioh the flom turns just aft of reattachment also increases until the 
reattachment point reaches the vicinity of the aft cone/sting JuIdZim when 
the angle begins to diminish as the influence of the sting is felt. This 
gives rise to a reduotion in reocmpression pressure and thus in bubble pres- 
SIXC. Hence there is an increase u1 the expansion sngle at the step. This 
results in an unstable condition and a rapid movement of the reattachment 
point towards the base of the forward cone away from the influence of the 
aft cone corresponding to a llaoh number of about 2.5. 

During decelerating flight the separation bubble is initially not 
influenced by the aft oone but as the Xach number diminishes the rcattaohment 
point moves slowly aft along the sting towsrds the aft cone until about 
1% = 1.8 when the influence of the sft cone results in an inorcasc of reoom- 
pression pressure and thus an increase of bubble pressure and a reduction of 
the expsnsion angle at the step. An unstable condition ensues and the 
reattachment point moves rapidly aft on the aft cone. 

Thus me see that the hystereois loop arises through the action of back 
pressures from the aft cone on bubble pre seure during accelerating flight. 
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This action is absent d-mmmg the deceleratmng part of the loop. The minor 
discrepancies outside the loop could arue from the different Reynolds number 
and wall temperature ccnditlons appropriate to the flight history. 

5.2 Heat transfer 

Wall temperature hlstorles for typical stations are presented inFig. 
and wall temperature distributions along the heads at var= 
shorn in F1g.i7. The maxmum temperature record.e(l was 710 % 

s hCach numbers are 
at statlon 1 on 

the forward cone of head HI. The history of the heat flux to the sting at 2" 
from the step on head HI is gaven in Fig.18 to illustrate the Lorrectlon 
requred for temperature gradients along the surfaoe of the sting. The cor- 
rection was for the most part smaller at the other stations on this head and 

was negligible for stations on heads H2 and H.3. 

The convection for temperature gradients could not be determined 
accurately on head HI for the station at 0.6" from the step because there was 
no other station between this point and the step. The temperature distribu- 
tions, however, indicated that the convectlon was significant relative to the 
local heat flux 1~1 this region. 

5.2.1 Heat flux to forward cone 

A comparison of the heat fluxes to the forward,cones of heads HI ('oo 
station* and H2 (one statlon) with the theoretical values of van Driest 1g ana 
3kkert l-9 is given in Fig.19. This figure illustrates the reliability of the 
experimental techrmque and gives a measure of confidence for heat transfer data 
from areas where theoretic& comparisons are more uncertain or not available. 

During heating, the heat flux lies for the most part between the two 
prehctions. The histories for the tivo stations on head. HI are in fair agree- 
ment except near maximum velocity where the values differ by an amount greater 
than would be expected from the accuracy of the measurements. A discrepancy 
of this order could arise '&hrough the forward cone flying at an angle of 
incidence of up to about 2 m the plane of the thermocouples. Such an angle 
of incidence 1s comparable to the values derived from the pressure measurements 
on the forward cone of headPI (Pig.Ila). ving coolLng, the discrepancy 
between the theoretical value of van Driest> and nett heat flux is consistent 
with radiation from the wall surfaces of emissivity near Unity and COnduCtion 
to a cold durestos inner wall through the air gap (Fig.18c). This suggests 
that the original pollshed surface flnash on the forward cone has by this 
stage been modified such that the surface is covered by a more highly emissive 
oxide coat. The extent of the development of such a coat 1s likely to be a 
strong function of the temperature history. Finishes of the more gently heated 
and less exposed areas of the separated flow region should not have been 
significantly modifaea. 

5.2.2 Recovery factor 

Gn the forward cone the recovery factors were in good agreement with the 
wlndtunneldata summar ised v1 Ref.15 for two out of the three stations at 
which it was possible to determine values. Ref.15 indicated that a value of 
about 0.88 is appropriate to zero heat transfer and local condltlons for the 
present experiment. The relevant values at stations 1 on heads HI and H2 were 
0.88 and 0.89 respectively assuming that radiatrve and conductive heat losses 
were negligible. Tf an ermsslvlty of unity had been obtmed, these values 
would be increased by about 0.04.. Thus the data from these two stntlons 
suggests that an emissive oxide coat was not established on the forward cones 
until after the times of zero heat transfer. 
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At the other forward cone station at which a recovery factor was 
determinable, namely station 2 on head HI, the value was 0.80. It is dif- 
ficult to account for the discrepancy between this and the values at the 
other two stations. The discrepancy is equivalent to an error in heat flux 
Of about 2.7 CW/ft2 se0 or in wall temperature of about 35%. The uncer- 
tainties of temperature and heat flux at the time of zero heat flux are 
estimated to be of the order of 16% end 0.6 CHU/ft2 sec. respeotively and 
sre too small to explain the discrepancy. The maximum heat losses through 
radiation and conduction should not have exceeded 1.5 CKJ/ft2 seo and would 
of course be expect-e2 to be similer for all stations on the foxward oones. 
Contact between the metal wall and the durestos cover at the station might 
be possible and could perhaps be the source of the discrepancy. 

Fig.20 illustrates the variation of experimental recovery factor aft 
of the step with station position. On first examination it appears that the 
recovery factor tends to be greater close to the step. This trend is the 
reverse of that found by other investigators (e.g. Ref.6). However the 
uncertainty in the experimental determination of recovery factor on the 
sting in the present experiment is such that little weight can be attached 
to the variations suggested in pig.20. The constant value of 0.91 relative 
to free stream conditions for the recovery factor used in the computation 
of' the experimental heat transfer coefficients is reasonably compatible with 
the experimental values. 

5.2.3 Reference heat transfer coefficients 

It is convenient to refer the experimental heat transfer coefficients 
to the theoretical values, hA and h 

fP' 
described in seotion 4, the basis for 

which is illustrated diagrammatically in yig.21. 

hA is approximately the value appropriate to attached flow aft of the 

step if the wake boundary were replaced by a solid surface. hA enables some 

account to be taken of the substantial variations in local conditions that 
occur over the separated and reattached flow regions*. It also gives a 
basis of comparison with Chapman's theory1 and with the results of some 
other investigators (e.g. Refs.2 and 3). 

hfP 
is the value of the heat transfer coefficient appropriate to a 

flat plate at zero incidence in the free air stream and takes no account of 
variations in local conditions. It is thus a less likely medium for collap- 
sing the data than hA. However, comparison of the data with hfl, allows en 

appreciation of relative magnitudes. This comparison might be regarded as 
analogous to the use of the surface Pressure ratio, p/pop to correlate the 
pressure data. The variation of h /h 

A fp 
with p/p, is illustrated in Fig.22 

for MO = 2 and 3.5 and accelerating flight conditions appropriate to head HI. 

The data for the higher values of p/p, refer to isentropic recompression such 

as may be appropriate to the reattachment region. 

5.2.4 Heat transfer aft of step 

Detailed plots of hm/hfp, where hm is the measured heat transfer 

coefficient, are given in Fig.23. From these the broad pattern of heat 
transfer variation behind the forward cone is clear. On, and tiediately 
aft of, the step the heat transfer falls to a low value and then rises as 

*A similar basis for estimating the heat trensfer appropriate to attached 
flow to such bodies as hemisphere cylinders, where substantial variations in 
local conditions occur, has given fair agreement with measurements. 
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the region of reattachment is approached. As with the pressure distribution, 
the pattern of heat transfer variation changes as the reattachment point moves 
on to the aft cone. 

Perhaps a olearer picture of the heat transfer measurements can be 
obtained from the h,$hA plots (Fig.24). For heads HI and H3 the variation of 

"dh* with distance along the sting is apparently unaffected by Kach number. 

All heads have closely similar values of hdhA behind the step - about 0.25 - 

but thereafter the patterns differ: head HI showmg the effect of reattachment 
on the sting and head II3 reattachment on the aft cone. Head I-12 shows clearly 
the effect of transition from one type of flow to the other over about the 
same Liach number ranges as for head P2. The relationships for heads H2 and H3 
are similar at a tIach number of 2 but thereafter they begin to differ in form 
until at a Mach number of 3 the relationship for head H2 is similar to that for 
head HI. 

Where reattachment is on the sting the most rapid rise is complete by 
about 2 step-heights aft of the step which on the basis of the pressure data 
of Figs.12 and 15 is interpreted as about 2/3 of the distance to reattachment. 
The subsequent level and slope of the rise scorn to be influenced to some extent 
by the step hei 

r 
t. The level is less for head H2 (step height 2.56") than it 

is for head HI step height 1") and. the maximum less apparent and relatively 
further from the step z.n units of' step height. The trend in level would seem 
to support qualitatively the remarks m Ref.2 regarding the thzckening effect 
of convergence on the separated boundary layer III such an axially-symmetric 
configuration, giving rise to reduced heating at and subsequent to reattachment. 

On head H3 where reattachment is on the aft cone the values of h,/hA 

rise to about unity near the base of the aft cone. There are no data aft of 
this point to establish whether this represents a maximum value. A level of 
unity is 111 conforrmty with the convergence effects because in this case there 
should be little convergence and boundary layer thickening relative tc reattach- 
ment on the sting end hence at reattachment relatively greater heating. A plot 
indicating the effect for the three heads at Xo = 3 LS given m Fig.25. 

The discussion above is based on results for accelerating flight and on 
results for deceleratmg flight down to a Mach number of 3.0. At Mach numbers 
below 3 in decelerating flight the wall temperatures are similar to the 
recovery temperatures and trends m the heat transfer data become obscured by 
increased scatter. 

5.2.5 Comparison with theoq 

Chapman expressed the results of his theory' in terms of the ratio Qr/QA, 

where Q, is the heat flux integrntcd over the model wall bounding the separated 

region, QA is the heat flux integrated over the wake boundary, assuming the 

latter to be a solid surface with the flow attached to it. 

Values of the ratio appropriate to the Mach number range in the present 
experiment are given in table 5. 

Some of the assumptions that Chapman made were manifestly invalid for 
the configuration tested. For example, the length of the rcattacbment zone 
was not small compared with the length of the separated boundary layer. Nor 
was the Kach number constant along the separated layer: in this respect 
reattachment on the aft cone conforms more closely to the theoretical model 
than reattachment to the sting. The walls of the models wore not isotherm& 
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though in the early stages of accelerating flight variations in wall 
temperature were aem. (Fig.1 7). 

Some experimental values of QdQA hav e been calculated for both modes 

of reattachment and m-e presented in table 5 for comparison wth Chapman's 
theoretics1 vslues. 

The experimental vslues were adJmted to isothermal wall conditions 
by assuming that the local heat transfer coefficients were independent of 
wall temperature. When reattachment occurred on the sting the reattachment 
point wna assumed to be three step htiights from the step sncl the wake bcundsry 
to be in the form of a truncated oone: when reattachment occurred on the aft 
cone the wake boundary was assumed to be a cylinder of the same diameter as 
the base of the forward cone. It is seen that the oxpcrimental values are 
in ccnsiderabie disagreement with the magnitudes predicted by theory. Also 
fromFig. there does not seem to bc any marked trend with Nach number over 
the range of the present investigation. 

5.2.6 Comparison with other experiments 

This conclusion is also corroborated by Lsrson'a data in Ref.2. The 
test configuration in his investigation was s. cone cylinder with an sft 
fncing step followed by a sting and divergence aft to the cylinder diameter 
again - it r<s.a very similar to the test configuraticn of the present investi- 
gation. The overall scope of his mcnaurements included Mach numbers from 
0.3 to 4 and Reynolds numbers based on local stream conditio 
distance from the cone apex to reattachment of Id to 4 x 10 2 

s and wetted 
. For an 

evaluation of Q,, the solid wall of the cylinder was actually replaced sft 

of the step and the heat transfer to it measured. It was implied that this 
measurement corresponded to the heat transfer appropriste,to the w&e 
replaced by n solid surface. - This implication wculil have been far from 
valid in the present investigation as CM be seen frcm the comparison of 
the pressure distributions in Fig.15. - Larson found that over the Kach 
number range of his investigation Q$QA ~~1s about 0.6 and apparently inde- 
pendent of Mach number, He attributed the discrepancy between theory and 
experiment to an error in the basic assumption of the theory. Chopman 
assumed that the to&l temperature of air drawn into the boundery layer 
from the reverse flow region is the same as the wsll temperature whereas 
Larson found from a probe survey that it wsa much closer to the total 
temperature of the flow outside the boundary layer, 

Although Lsrscn found no marked 2dsch number effect on Qs./QA, he did 

find that the ratio varied aa the Reynolds number to the power - l/5. Values 
of the ratio baaed on his data ape presented for comparison with the present 
experiments.1 &ta in table 5. The two sets of values do not seem to cor- 
relate, The values for the present investigation are generally greater than 
his trend predicts. It may be that the trend rvlth Reynolds number is sensi- 
tive to details of the geometry of the reattachment region. 

Larson also varied the step height on his ccnfiguration but, because 
the heat flux over undefined areas of his variants was not taken into account, 
the effect of this vsriaticn could not be sntisfactorily assessed. The data 
from the variants did however corroborate the trend withReynolds number. 

Powers et s13 in a shock-tube investigation obtained a mean value of 
shout l/3 for h,$h* for turbulent flow in the wake of a step behind a 

hemisphere-cylinder. The ratios of sting to base diameter (0.3 and 0.6) 
were similar to those used in the prenent experiment (0.25, 0.54 and 0.82). 
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The basis of their hA was a tiieoretical one which took dissociatron into 

account. Reattachment in their experiment wq- c.6 on a cylindrical sting and 
appropriate to an ex~snsion angle of about 20 . The local Xach number prior 
to detachment was estimated to vary between about 1.8 end 2.1 corresponding 
to a local value just outside the wake boundcry of about 2.8 to 3.0. The 
relevant local Reynolds number based on netted distance from the stagnation 
point to reattachment for this flow regime varied from about 0.5 x 106 to 
1.6 x 106. Within this range hn(hA was apparcntljj independent of Reynolds 

number end observed variations within the separated region mere less than 
the experimental scatter of about 5 2%. The mean value of l/3 quoted is 
in fair agreement nith the levels near the step-sting Junction for the 
present data. 

6 coNcLUsIOiJS 

(a) Local heat transfer and surface pressure have been measured over 
regions of separated flow associated with a turbulent boundary layer. The 
separated flow w3 appropriate to aft facing 
a sting mounted cone of ?5' semi-angle. 

steps of V~~TXOUS heights behind 
The maximum Mach number achieved Was 

about 4 and the Reynolds number about 50 x 106 based on cone length. 

(b) TVO different forms of wake were detected: one associated i!ith 
reattachment on the sting, i.e. a relatively great convergence of the wake 
boundary, and one associated with rcattnchment on a conical surface aft of 
the sting, i.e. a small make convergence. Differing patterns of heat transfer 
and pressure distributions mere obtained depending on which type of flow 
occurred, but for a given type of flay< the trends an the heat transfer and 
pressure variations were similar (Fig.26). 

(c) Some collapse of the separated flovr heat transfer data with respect 
to Mach number was obtained by comparing them with estimated values appropriate 
to local conditions outside the wake. Close to the step the heat flow in the 
separated region was about 25% of the estimated value for attached flow over a 
solid surface replacing the wake boundary. Towards and bLyond reattachment 
the ratio of the two values rose to near unity. The measurcmcnts suggest that 
the amount of rise at and beyond reattachment is dependent upon the wake con- 
vergence, becoming smaller as the convergenoc increases. This is qualitatively 
consistent with the known effect that increasing convergence implies increasing 
boundary layer thickness at reattachment. 

(d) There was no cvidcnoe of a mked me&mum in the heat flux in the 
reattachment region. 

LJST 03 SYNBOIS 

SymbOl Units 

B Boltzmann's constant = 2.78 x 1O12 CIiv/ft2 sea (%) 
4 

0 specific heat of wall MU/lb "K 

d base diameter of forward cone in3 

-1 
E = ['/Q + '/Cd - I] 
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Symbol Units 

hA theoretical heat transfer coefficient appr& 
priate to loon1 conditions and unseperated 
flow - see section 4.2 

theoretical heat transfer oocfficlent ‘cHu/ft2 4r se0 
referring to freo stream conditions hrP 

hm 

i 

1: 

P 

9 
Clel-0 

9 conduction 

experimental local heat trexsfer 
coefficient J 

specific enthalpy of air LXU/lb 

thermal conductivity CllV/ft "C se0 

static pressure lb/ft2 

aerodynandc heat flux '; 
1 

heat flux conducted aoross internal air gap 
I 

qfree co~lvectlon additional heat flux across air gap nrining , 
from free convection I 

Se 

9 ri 

QA 

'rn 

R 

'A 

rb 

s 

qlateral change in local heat flux arising from 1 
temperature padients along the 
measuring wall 

qnett 

%adiation 

n&t local heat flux 

nett local heat flux aris- frcm the radia- 
tion from both surfaces of the measuring 
W.11 

nett local raCiiative heat flux from the 
external surface of the measuring wall 

nett local radiative heat flux from the 
internal surface of the measuring \iall 

aerodynnmio heat flux, a&lusted to is+ 
thermal wall conditions, integrated over 
the wake boundary ass~ the 1at';er to 
be a solid surface with the flow attached 
to it 

aerodynamic heat flux, adjusted to iso- 
thermal wall conditions, integrated over 
the model wall bounding the sep,qated 
region 

recovery factor 

d&wie;of reattachment point frcm axis 
of,he$ 

radius of base of forw,ard cone 

cmr/rt2 se0 

CilU/aeo 

CIiU/s.eo 

step height 

- lb- 



LIST OF sXX3oLs (CONTDJ 

Symbol 

T 

Tt 
t 

x 

Y 

a 

E 

e 

c 

c 

z 

Q 

temperature appropriate to incormng radiation 

time 

wetted distance frcan step-sting Junction 

wettea alstance from apex of forward cone 

angle of incidence &gtXW 

emissivity of surface appropriate to radiative heat flux - 

angle between directions of local flow and free stream degrees 

= “/s 

&-d.ty of measuring wall lb/ft3 

thickness in. 

angular coordmate defining meridian aeat- 

temperature 

111. 

Suffixes 

a refers to internal air gap 

d refers to external surface of durestos wall 

e refers to external surface of measuring wall 
'. 1 refers to internal surface of measuring wall 

0 refers to free stresm condztions 

r refers to conditions where q =o aero 

vi refers to measuring ~311 or measuring wall temperature cond2tions 
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COIG~S ON DON-AERODYN&iK HEAT l?LUXES TO MEASURlXG HEADS 

On all heads the heat flux arising frcsn radiation and conduction to 
the interior were significant towards the ends of the flights and in psrti- 
cular with respect to the definition of conditions for zero aerodynamic heat 
flux and thus the evaluation of experimental recovery factors. 

The heat flux arising from radiation is composed of two ccmponents 
namely the radiation heat flux from the external surface of the measuring 
wall , qr,, and that from the internal surface, qri' 

Se = B Ed (T$ - T;) 

where B is B0ltzm.m~s Oonstant = 2.78 x IO-l2 cm/ft2 se0 (%)4 

E is the emissivity of the surface 

Tt is the temperature appropriate to 
to the external surfaoe 

the incoming radiation* 

suffix e refers to the external surface of the measuring wall. 

9 ri = BE (T$- 

where E = 
f 

I-+-- I 

3. % 

suffix i refers to the internal surface 

d refers to the external surface 

(7) 

-1 

1 1 
of the measuring wall 

of the durestos wall. 

At launch both surfaces of the measuring head were relatively free 
from oxidation. The ermssivity of steel in this condition is of the order 
of 0.1 over the temperature range of the experiment*5. However it is likely 
that the outside surface will oxidise during flight particularly if the wall 
becomes hot. In this condition the relevant surface emissivity becomes about 
0.8% The emissivity of the inside surface msy also be increased by the 
decomposition of oarboniferous emanations from the durestos inner wall as it 
is heated. The var'lation with tempcrnture of the quotient of qradaation and 

surface emissivity is indicated in Fig.7. In view of the uncertainty of the 
surface condition no satisfactory estimate could be made for qradiation in 
this experiment. 

*For example~solar radiation which can give rise to a heat flux of 
0.068 CRU/ft* sea. 
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The heat conducted across the air gap between the tvro walls my be 
obtained from 

k& - Ta) 
%onduction ' 7a 

where k a is the mean thermal conductivity of air in the temperature range 
Td to T, 

Ta is the temperature of the external durestos surface 

2 a is the thickness of the air gap. 

The variation of qconduction with Tw for en assumed value of Td is shown 

in Pig.7. Over the temperature range of the experunent qconductlon is cow 

parable in magnitude to aradiation. It is also subject to uncertainty sm.oe 

it is dependent on the temperature of the insulated wallwhhlch might be subJeOt 

to appreciable variations. 

Free convection is not likely to make a significant contribution to the 
heat flux across the air gap compared with conduction, since under the condi- 
tions of the experiment the relevant Grashof number has a maximum value of the 
order of 6,503 for VI ich free convection has been shown to have only a small 
effect on heat flux *k . 

The diffusivity of the air gap was comparable to that of the measuring 
wall ;ind thus effects on the heat flux across it arising from its heat oapaoi@ 
would be negligible. 
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Reference No. 

Date 

All-up weight lb 
before firing 

3 
Telemetered 
measurements c 

Step height inches 

Sting diameter/ 
base diameter 

Length of sting, 
inches 

Wetted length of 
aft cone 

Mean wall 
f 
Forward 

thxtiess ,cone 
inches 

\ 
Other heat 
componentE 

IG22&mun velocity f/s 

Time to maximum 
velocity, se0 

Time to 2,000 f/s 

Time to maximum 
altitude, se0 

TABIE 1 

Summary of Flights 

PI P2 P3 

I 

50.4.58 16.7.50 2.10.58 

784 790 788 

jtetic pressure ai; 21 
stations. Normal and. 
Lateral acceleration. 

1 2.56 4.13 1 2.56 4.13 

0.818 0.535 0.25c 0.818 0.535 O-250 

19.6 15.3 11.0 19.6 15.3 11.0 

1.6 6.2 10.7 1.6 6.2 10.7 

4334 4136 4261 

3.90 3.75 3.86 

0.0520 0.0545 0.0527 

0.0310 0.0296 0.0298 

4385 4187 4404 

3.95 3.81 4.03 

3.34 

9.44 

9810 I 

3.40 

8.00 

0,310 1 

3.46 3.38 

9.20 9.80 

o,G60 9220 

3.36 3.60 

8.30 9.10 

9670 9120 

20.54 20.65 20.45 IV.28 ! 19.74 19.35 

I T, 

HI ' H2 H3 

21.7.58 2.10.58 4.2.59 

782 789 757 

cmperature at 11 stations. 
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40-45 
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I a20 
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3235 
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23 

28 

25 

Location of station Local 
1 

Coordinates* Wall 
thick- 

l- I Q .ne.ss 
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II 

step 
9, 

sting 

;I/ 

'orward cone 
sting 

\J 

'orward cone 
step 

sting 

1 
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I 
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0.50 
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:f. 
3. 
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Ref. 
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Ptep 
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mhet 

- 
1 

- 
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t t: 
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’ NI Component i 

Ii1 1 
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il 
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9 
10 
11 
- 

1 
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2 
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i 
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IO 
II 
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I I 

112 

H3 WI3 1 

3' 
4 
5 
6 

s7 
9 

IO 
II 

0.0295 
0.0310 
0.0307 
0.0304 
0.0300 
0.0294 
0.0280 ,0.16 14.88 

9 Ooordlnates are defined in Fig.1 

Y -wetted dwtanoe from apex of forward cone 

x - wetted distance from step-sting junction 

&= x 
step height 

$ - angular coordinate defining sn&2x position normal to axis of symetry 



TABIE 4 

Uncertainty inBasic Measurements 

Basic measurement Unc=rtaixty 

Velocity + 2 f/s 

Height + 5 Let 

Ambient pressure i 0.0; lb/in. 2 

Ambient temperature ?, 1°C 

Surface pressure (Forws~3 con0 2 1.5 lb/in.' 
( Aft cone 

Sting + 0.5 lb/w. 2 

Wall temperature random component ?: 8OC 

(individual measurements) systematic component + 15OC 

Comparison of 
Qm % with Theory 

0 Local values ofkch number and Reynolds number are appropriate to 
conditions Just aft of detachment. The length for the latter is 
from the apex of the cons to reattachment. 

** s denotes reattachment on the sting which is assumed to occur at 
3 step heights from the step-sting junction 

a denotes reattachment on the aft cone and for the purpose of evaluating 

QdQ,, reattachment is assumed to cxxur at x = 21.7". 

I' Larson's value is obtained from 'q/Q), = 10.2 Re -95. 

The data for the present experiment ar'1: relevant to accelerating flight. 
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Local heat transfer and surface pressure have bee” measured over Local heat transfer and surface pressure have bee” measured Over 
lWZlO”S Of sePBTated flaW associated with B t”rb”le”t boundary layer. The regions of separated flow associated with B tUi-mle”t boundary layer. The 
SepalTlted flaw WBs appropriate t0 aft faXi”g steps of “ar,o”s heights behind 
a sting mounted cone of 15’ semf-angle. 

separated flow was appropriate to aft facing steps Of various heights behind 
The maxham 

2 
ach “umber achieved was a sting mounted cone of 15’ semi-angle. The maxirrmm 

about 4 and the maximum Reynolds uber about 50 x 10 based 0” cone length. about 4 and the maxil~lm Reynolds “umber about 50 X 2 
ach “umber achieved was 

10 based on cone length. 

Two different iorms of wake were detected: one associated with re- 
attachment on the sting, 1.e. a relatively great convergence or the wake 
boundary, and one associated with reattachment on a conical surface aft of 
the sting, I.e. a small wake convergence. Dlfferlng patterns of heat trans- 
Ier and pressure distrlbutlons were obtained depending 0” which type 01 flow 
occurred. 

(Over) 

Two different forms of wake were detected: one associated with re- 
attachment on the sting, i.e. a relatively great convergence Of the wake 
boundary, and one associated with reattachment on a conical surface aft oi 
the sting, 1.e. 8 Small wake convergence. Differing patterns Of heat trans- 
ler and pressure distr‘ibutlons were Obtained depending on which type of flow 
OCC”l-Rd. 

(Ova-) 
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FBEE-FZIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF PRESSURE AND HEAT TRANSFER IN 
REGIONS OF SEPARATED AND REA’ITACF’D FLOW AT NACH NUMBERS 
UP m 4. Plcke”, J. September 1960. 

I Local heat tra”sIer and surface pressure have bee” measured Over 

regions of separated flow associated with a turbulent boundsry layer. The 
separated flow was appropriate t0 aft facing steps of varI0us heights behind 
a sting mounted cone of 15’ semi-angle. The maxlrmm f6ach number achieved was 
about 4 and the m9xImm Reynolds “umber about 50 x 10 based 0” cone length. 

TWO different forms of Wake were detected: one associated with re- 
sttar.I-zent on the sting, I.e. a relatively great convergence of the wake 
bcundwy, and one associated with reattachment on B conical surface aft 01 
the sting. i.e. a slrall wee convergence. DlfIWlng pZ+ttHTE Of heat tm”S- 

fer and pressure dlstrlb”tlO”s were Obtained depending on which type Of flow 
-XC”I?Yd. (over) 
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SCae collapse al the separated flow heat transfer data with respect 
to Nach “umber was Obt?.l”ed by comperl”S them wiwl estimated values apprc- 
prlate to local condltlons OUtside Wle W&e. Close CO the step the heat 
flaw 1” the separated region was about 2% Of the estimated value for 
attached llcm to a solld surface i-ePlEv2i”g the wake boundary. Towal-ds and 
beyond reattachm”t the ratlo 01 the two values Iy)se CO “ear unity. The 
measurements suggest “,at the BmOU”t of heat tmnsfer rise at a”d beyond 
reattachment 1s dependent upon “,e wake co”“erSe”ce, becoming acaLler as 
Che convergence Increases. This is qualitatively cO”slste”C with the k”om 

effect that increasing co”verSe”Ce implies increasIng boundary layer thlck- 
“WS at reattachment. 

There was “0 evidence Of a marked WXl”Um 1” Che heat flux 1” the 
reett&Jhnent region. 

Some collapse of the separated IloW heat transfer data with respect 
to Mach “umber WBs obtained by comparl”S them with estimated values appm- 
prlate CO local conditions mtslde the Wake. Close to the step tbe heat 
flow 1” the separated reglo” was about 2% Of the extlmted value for 
attached ilOw to a solid surface replaclng the wake boundary. Towards end 
beyond reattachment the ratio of the two values rose to “ear unity. The 
meQSuPeme”ts sUaes.C that the amount Of heat transfer rise at a”d beyond 
reattachment is dependent “PO” the wake co”“erge”ce, becomlng smaller as 
the convergence **creases. Thls 1s qualltatlvely consistent wlCh the k”own 
effect Chat l”cre2slng co”ver&ze”ce implies lncreaslng bo”“dary layer thick- 
ness *t aeattachme”t. 

Them Was “0 widence of a marked mxfmm I” the heat flux 1” the 
reattachment region. 

Same collapse Of the separated IloW heat transfer data with respect 
to l,ach “umber was obtained by comparl”S them with estlmted values appm- 

prlate to local co”dltlo”s outside fhe Wake. Close to the step me heat 
IloW 1” the separeted region Was about 2% Of tie estimted value for 
attached flow to a solid surface replacIng the wake bolmdary. TOwarrls and 
beyond reattachment the ratio OI the tsso values rose to “ear unity. The 
meas”reme”ts sugeest that the amO”“t Of heat tra”sfer rise at and beyond 
reattachment fs dependent upon the wake cO”“er@z”ce, becoming smaller as 

the co”verSe”ce increases. This 1s qualitatively co”s,ste”t wlth the k”m 
effect that lncreesing comergellce lmplles l”creaslng bm”dary layer thlck- 
“es.3 at reattachment. 

There was no evidence of a marked UmxlmD 1” the heat flux 1” the 
re*ttachme”t region. 
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